Functions
• The call bell indicator, designed to give visual indication when a call is made.
• When a call is made from a remote location, red LED on the unit gets lit and remains ‘ON’ till the attendant acknowledges the call by pressing the in-built push button on the unit.

Technical Specification
• Rated voltage: 240V~ 50-60Hz.
• Suitable for screw less mounting on the plate
• Provided with life long LED.
• Connectors provided for easy wiring connection.
• Suitable for mounting on inflammable surface.
• Impact protection: Ik02.
• Class II appliance.

Special Features
• The unit is provided with LED indicator which glows when a call is made. The unit has provision of a label showing origin of the call.
• It has provision for connecting a buzzer which sounds when a call is made from a remote location.
• The unit is provided with a push button to acknowledge the call which switches ‘OFF’ the LED call indication.

Applications
Exclusively suitable for hotels, hospitals and offices for calling the attendant subordinate.

Nomenclature and Marking
GM modular range is marked with details using laser technology with absolute precision and indelibility.